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CALENDAR

FROM THE PREZ

NCDXC August meeting, Harry's Hofbrau,
Palo Alto.
Aug . 13
Electronic Flea Market, Foothill College.
Aug . 13-14 European DX Contest, CW .
Aug. 20
Deadline for inputs to September DXer.
Aug 27-28 All Asian DX Contest, CW .
Sept. 2-4 ARRL Southwestern Division Convention.
Sept. 25
NCDXC Picnic (no regular meeting in Sept.)
Sep. 9-11 ARRL National Convention, Portland, OR.
Oct. 8-9
DXPO '88, Falls Church, VA. Info: contact
Stu Meyer, W2GHK.
Oct. 14-16 ARRL Pacific Division Convention, San Jose.

"INTEGRITY"?

Aug. 12

Here I was in the Republic of South Korea on
my Reserve "Summer
Camp" and was I having
the time of my life! Aside
from living in a tent, seeing
an exhausting number of
patients daily on sick call,
managing a group of soldiers in a foreign country a
looong way from home
with the incumbent probJerry, W8MEP
lems (penicillin shots,
Racing to a Meeting
AWOLs, Article 15s, etc.) I
was actually able to get on the air from the local MARS
station with my very own call, HL9DJ. Of course it was
the time for one of the
big ones- the CQ Worldwide. Had a great time, and
actually won 15 meters for South Korea! There I was,
tired, dirty but happier than most under those
circumstances.
I was operating one day, and in walks this tall,
good looking young man. "Hutch is my name, and my
call is HL9PP. What can we find for DX?" Boy, what a
find - another DXer, and all we wanted to do was
operate! Hutch and I had an extraordinary time
together- we achieved a bond I had thought was not
possible in that short a time frame! And so the time
passed quickly, too quickly. I had the weekend off,
and we operated almost nonstop. Two dedicated
DXers doing what they love best- working DX! Hutch
brought in a sign to put up - he had run it off on a
computer. It stated in beautiful simplicity "DXing- a
way of life!" Here, in a place so far from home, I had
met someone who was as dedicated to the pursuit of
DX as I was, and was actually dedicated to the same
principles as I was in chasing DX - honest, integrity,
tenacity and gentlemanly behavior in pursuing our
first love. Hutch and I agreed that our life style and
everyday behavior must dictate how we behaved on

+ = + = +

NEXT MEETING- FRIDAY, AUGUST 12
HILLAR ON ASCENSION ISLAND
The usual stand for the August meeting of the
NCDXC: Harry's Hofbrau, Embarcadero Road East,
Palo Alto. Hillar, N6HR, will give us a show covering
his recent trip to operation from Ascension Island.
Those of you who have seen past shows by Hi liar know
that he always does a first-rate job. Cocktails at 6:00
P.M., dinner at 7:00, meeting at 8:00.
+

= + =+

DUES ARE DUE
NCDXC dues are now payable for the period of
July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989. Dues are $24.00
.... for regular members, $16.00 for absentee members,
and $15.00 for the second family member. The final
date for payment is September 30. Send your checks
along to the treasurer at the club's Menlo Park mailing
address. Hurry, Hurry, Hurry!!
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there are many new and unseasoned hams listening to
all of this, and, yes, they learn by example! I have
heard the OX station ask for certain areas or calls, only
to have a well known ham who is not at all in that
category come back and get the DX. This is equally as
inappropriate, and I'm sure the OX station is
somewhat embarrassed by all of this, and would feel
badly about ignoring or chewing out his "friend." I
suppose if one needed to get through to conduct
some business having to do with the expedition,
health and welfare traffic, etc., it is acceptable.
There are those who rid icule and belittle "LISTS."
Yes, "LISTS"! But I would propose to you, spotting nets
on local repeaters are of the same ilk, and to me are
essentially the same! But somehow, because "we" use
them, it is different and perfectly acceptable.
I urge you to set a better example! I urge you to
not descend to the level of some of our OXers - maintain a peaceful and gentlemanly or ladylike behavior
pattern. Be proud to be a OXer! There is a true sense
of accomplishment that can only be felt if you maintain integrity that only you can feel, even if it is unrecognized by others! A true sense of worth - recognition will come in due time ... To be rude, to cheat, to
impose your ego on others will get you some short
term gains, but in the long run, the Old Man watcher
... all things even out.
Having said all of this, were to now? Be proud to
be a part of this gr:eat fellowship of DXers, this org<mization called the Northern California OX Club. Together, we can influence and set the example for a
whole new generation of new (and old') DXers. Isn't
this the purpose and essence of our Club? Fellowship,
social gatherings, and sharing interests with fellow
OXers and hams who have similar interests, and in
whom you have confidence they share the same bonds
of dedication and integrity? As members of this particular OX Club, we have a special self-selected responsibility!!! Who comes to Visalia? The very name oozes
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the air. We would not purposely butt into other
people's conversations, cut them off before they were
finished, or make insulting remarks. Think what this
type of face to face behavior would do for your acceptance into your neighborhood and group of
friends you wanted to belong to. Perhaps some of our
fraternity feel there is a certain anonymity by not
being face to face with those we talk with. And perhaps the short moment of rudeness may be forgotten
since it only lasted less than a minute? Strange
mindset- if you give your call, you are not a stranger! I
have always felt it was important to me to treat others
the same way I would like to be treated, particularly
on a world stage like amateur radio is! Think of the
poor OX station or OXpedition who says "now, sixes
only." Guess who answers? Yet, you're right- everybody under the sun. What if he asks for "XY only,
please." And we know every call from AA to ZZ will
respond. This is crass and rude behavior of the highest
order! I am amazed that we have DXpeditions at all at
times! The truly unfortunate effect of this is that

Jerry, W8MEP
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"look." John described the principal features of the
controller, detailed below. The controller should be
operational in about two weeks.

DX! The Great Ones show up --- they come to share
the same bonds and interests. They didn't get to the
r--... top by rude, dishonest or cheap efforts - they got
there by hard, personally trying and expensive work,
step by step, honest and sincere . How can we, as
members of the NCDXC, and as fellow DXers, offer
them anything less? Lets you and I, singly and
collectively, maintain the purity of our relationsh ip
with all of our fellow DXers by continuing to dedicate
ourselves to the integrity of our efforts as we move
towards the Honor Roll ...
Thanks, Hutch! 73s and CUAGN!

1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.

Courtesy tone.
Time out timer - one minute.
CW announcement for IDer.
Time out timer (pre/post message).
Time/date CW announcements.
Squelchless receiver operation (digitized delayed audio)
7. Non-falsing telephone control.
8. Control feedback via phone.
9. Multiple CW 1/0 announcements.
10. Adjustable 1/0 timers.

Jerry, W8MEP
+
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The treasurer's report was accepted as published
in the DXer and Frank, W6ZKM, was thanked by all
with a warm round of applause for his outstanding
work as treasurer this past year. It was moved and
seconded that the dues be reduced from $24.00 per
year to $19.00 per year. After considerable discussion,
there was a call for the question. The motion was defeated. Ted had the privilege of presenting the application for Life Membership for Roger Melen, WB6JXU .
Roger was warmly welcomed into that select group.
Congratulations, Roger! There were first readings for
Eugene Jellison, NGOSF and Dean Bailey, WA6HAW.
Steve, W6MKM, announced plans for the picnic on
Sunday, September 25, at Coyote Point Park in San
Mateo. It was establ ished that the park has a reduced
parking fee of $1.00 for seniors. The club is still
looking for a new DXer editor to replace the irreplaceable W6CF. It was moved and seconded that
Frank continue as treasurer for a month or so in the
absence of Stan, K6MA . Ted introduced Jerry,
W8MEP, the incoming president for the 1988/1989
term. After introductory remarks by Jerry and the
presentation of a gavel to Ted, the meeting was adjourned at 10:30 P.M . The raffle, run by Steve,
W6MKM, was once again a great success. The primary
prize, 2 tickets to "CATS," was won by Ralph, AG6Q,
and Ted walked away with a new Radio Handbook .
A great time was had by all .
On a personal note, I wish to thank the club
membership for the honor and privilege of serving as
your secretary this past year.

MINUTES OF THE JULY MEETING OF THE

NCO XC
The July meeting of the NCDXC was held at Harry's
Hofbrau, Palo A lto, on July 8, 1988. President Ted,
KA6W, called the meeting to order at 8:03 P.M. A
moment of silence was observed for Silent Key Bill
Webb, NK6H . Dave, KE6ZE, welcomed our guests. Jim,
W6CF, updated the membership on the activities of
the DXAC. Two issues are shortly going to be considered:
1. A petition to. reinstate Okino Tori-Shima
2. Submissions for RTTY DXCC to be accepted in
smaller increments than for Mixed, Phone, and CW
DXCC classifications.
4J 1FS is not an agenda item, but considerable
interest was expressed together with much inventive
spelling and a great deal of confusion. Jim asked for
input from all interested DXers on this and other DX
concerns. Rusty, WGOAT, president of the NCDXF,
presented a plaque to Jim for his services as secretary
of the NCDXF . Bob, K4UVT, gave a run-down of the
upcoming contests and announced that he has summer marathon reporting sheets. Ted announced the
following convention volunteers.
General Chairman- Bill, W6TPH
Program Chairman - Steve, NGST
Preregistration- Dave, KE6ZE
On Site Registration- Ron, W6VG
Entertainment- Lou, K6TMB, with help from Ron,
W6VG, and Bill, W6TEX
Prizes - Dick, WB6WKM, with help from Steve,
W6MKM, and Duane, W6REC

Respectfully submitted,
Roger A. Gearhart, W6PKB
Secretary

The evening's program began with entertaining
video tapes, courtesy of Jo, WB6ZUC, and the NCDXF.
Lou, K6TMB and John, K6LLK, representing the repeater committee, presented our first glimpse of the
new controller. The new controller will have a new

Bearifoy}, ear.
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MINUTES OF THE JULY 1988 MEETING OF THE
NCDXC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

o The NCDXC picnic at Coyote Point is scheduled
for Sunday, Sept. 25. The club has agreed to pay the
registration fee and provide the charcoal, beer and
soft drinks for those that attend.
o The board reviewed the following chair
positions: Repeater Committee Chairman: K6TMB;
DXer Editor: (still pending); Archivist: W6VG; California Award Manager: K6ZM; Operations Manager
of W6TI: AG6Q; Records Manager/Data Base Manager: KB6BW; and Contest Chairman: K4UVT. It is
expected that the above named individuals will agree
to remain in these positions.
o The board members still have to review and
approve the revised Bylaws and Procedures Manual.
This will be done ASAP.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:50P.M.

The President, Jerry, W8MEP, called the meeting
to order at 7:40P.M. on July 14, 1988, at the home of
W6VG. Present were club officers KE6ZE, K6RK,
W6VG, KA6W, and K6TS. K6TMB, chairman of the
Repeater Committee and W6MKM were also present.
Our newly elected club treasurer K6MA is still enjoying
his vacation abroad .
The board agenda items are as follows:
o W8MEP requested the board members to consider having monthly board meetings on the same
afternoon as the regularly scheduled monthly meeting. Jerry's request for meeting consolidation was for
the purpose of reducing the amount of hours/days for
conduction of club business so it would best fit into a
busy physician's work schedule. The board members
agreed to try this plan; therefore, the next board
meeting will be held on Aug. 12 at 4:30 P.M. at the
home of W6VG. The board members will thenn reassemble at Harry's Hofbrau for the regular club
meeting.
o DXer ~ditor. To date no one has volunteered for
the position. ' ·Jerry has contacted several individuals
but has not found a person willing to take the
position. Efforts are still underway to find an editor.
o K6TMB briefed the board on repeater controller
progress. Additionally, Lou solicits ciub member
comments concerning W6TI/repeater operations after
the new controller is installed for use. Like any new
piece of equipment, he expects a "learn to use"
period.
o The board discussed the packet radio DX announcement method as presented by N6VV at the July
8th club meeting. The NCDXC does not fund this
program but the board does support this effort. The
board requests the club members to continue to use
the W6TI DX voice announcement method to assist
those individuals who do not own nor desire to become engaged in packet radio operations, or those
who are ill or visually handicapped.
The board asked KGTMB to investigate the cost of
a packet data information-to-voice transfer system
which would interface with the newly installed controller. Note: This method is no doubt feasible, but
may have system restraints that have not been
evaluated.
o Visalia 89. KEGZE, WGTPH, and WB6WKM have
organized a kick-off meeting and are gearing up for
Visalia DX convention to be held on April 21, 22, and
23 1989. KA6W had previously investigated other
possible convention locations but those looked at had
apparent lack of facilities or accomodations for the
projected attendance. THEREFORE, IT'S VISALIA IN
'89.

Respectfully Submitted,
Thomas F. Jones, K6TS
Secretary
+
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TREASURER'S REPORT-JULy 1-31 1988
I

Checking account activity
$566.93
1756.00
194.00
$2516 .93
(598.00)
$1918.93

June check balance
Deposits from dues
Other receipts
Subtotal
Accounts payable
Current balance

$12089.71
Bank of America Savings
Transfer to CD- Life Member dues (higher interest) ($1986 87)
$10841.71
Savings Balance
Certificate of Deposit
American S&L 7-16-88
amount at maturity
Life member dues 1986-88
from savings (2 years)
Above invested in rollover
CD at 7.35%, annual yield
7.626%

$6233.51
1248.00
$7481.51

Included in the rollover CD is $1248.00 1986-87
dues, $624.00 1988-89 dues, total of $1872.00
total monies due to NCDXC General Fund at
maturity. At that time, life member payments will
be current.
Frank H. Holst, W6ZKM
for Stan Kuhl, K6MA,
Treasurer
+
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EDITORIAL

It's just not possible. What I don't understand is how
you could let me find so much fault with the single
most prestigious DX club in the world without
springing into some sort of action? Mine is not a nom
de plume. I'm not hiding from any of you. If you can
find DX on a crowded 20 meter band you should be
able to find me and tell me what you think. Believe it
or not your input is very important. It shows concern
and right now this club needs all the caring it can get.
Besides, I think I'll keep pinging on you all for awhile
and I just might use what you tell me.

It hardly seems possible - 24 issues of the DXer
have passed through the keyboard since I became your
editor in September, 1986. That's over 298 pages. It
seems only yesterday that Kip, W6SZN, was looking for
a replacement editor, and I decided to give it a try
because it sounded like a fun job - and it has been!
But it is a demanding job which will ultimately wear
thin. So I decided to move along while still feeling
good about it, while still having fun. This will also free
up some time for some other projects - the DX
Advisory Committee takes' time too.
Very special thanks go to Ron Panton, W6VG, who
has done yeoman service with the printing and
mailing each month; to Dave Hillman, N6AUS, and
Martin OpPenheimer, KB6BW, who took meticulous
care of the data base and provided mailing lebels each
r.1 onth; to Jim Hicks who faithfully turned out
'"'.ember standings, even though there wasn't always
10om available to print them; to Jack Trester, W61SQ,
whose fertile mind and enthusiasm kept my mailbox
full of clippings and good ideas; to Jerry Bliss, GOCLY
and Hal Godf_rey, N6AN, both of whom could always
be counted on for some interesting items. Special
thanks also to Catperson, wherever you are, for your
outrageous letters, not all of which could be printed in
this family newsletter!
Most important of all, my sincere thanks to you,
the members of the NCDXC, who provided encouragement and the all-important news that is the real
glue that holds the bulletin together each month.
73.
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Are these typical NCDXC members?
Here it is again. Without a lot more on-the-air
support and activity the repeater's future and that of
the club is in serious jeopardy. And the reason it's that
way is the same reason I only heard from about a
dozen DXers. Too many of you are either waiting for
somebody else to carry the ball or you just don't care.
How do I know? Let me give you an example. I've
been monitoring repeater activity versus packet
activity for several days now. I felt it necessary
because of some on-the-air comments about how
most of the packet announcements are being
duplicated on the repeater. Don't kid yourself. They
definitely are not! On one particularly quiet day, July
20th, I monitored both systems from 6:30 A.M. to
about 10:00 P.M. Sickening, isn't it. But I did it and
this is what I found. The following stations made DX
announcements on packet without a hint of a followup voice announcement: W7MAP, WA6EOC, KI6EZ,
N60J, W6DU, W6GO, W60AT, N6JZ, KF6A, W6YKM,
WB6JXU, WG6P, WW6D, W62KM, WW6F, WA6HAN,
N6SKF, WD6E2L, WA6LIA, AA6CC. K6LLK and K6TMB
were both on packet but they did announce some DX
on the repeater. And granted, some of these hams are
not club members, but I'll bet you recognize more
than one who is.
What was on the repeater during all of this packet
activity? 4WOCRC (a Slim for sure) called out at 14152.
Then a couple of Europeans includ i ng GB75USA were
reported on 15 meters in the 18002 period. Between
02002 and 03302 there was a flurry of activity with
spottings of a KG4, an OX, and the normal spattering
of Oceanians and Europeans . Then a little later the
rare DX of the night, 2C4EE, was partially called out on
voice with a correction and confirmation coming from
a packet user.
But there are important transmissions on the repeater most of the day. They are made by stations

Jim, W6CF
+
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GUEST EDITORIAL
WHITHER GOEST W6TI/R?
PART II
by Paul Hansen, AE6H
I had so much fun the last time I wrote a little note
for the DXer I thought I'd try again. A good
controversy really starts the day off right, don't you
think? First, to all of you who expressed a generally
positive attitude toward my observations about
trouble for the club, thank you. Thank you especially
for caring enough to take the time to express an
opinion.
Then, to all the rest of you, about 3 50 pi us or
minus, who sat silent, shame on you. I know beyond
the faintest shadow of a doubt that many of you out
there simply could not agree with everything I wrote .
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appearing on the above Iist to other stations on the
list. Every one of them related to packet software
glitches, connection confirmations or other tidbits of
packet wisdom . Was any DX announced? NO. Is this
type of traffic of interest to the membership in
general? NO. Is it proper useage of a DX spotting and
announcing repeater? NO. Does it belong in the same
category as rag chewing? YES. I don't know about the
rest of you but I take it as an insult that these guys
have abandoned the repeater for their DX activities,
yet use the repeater to coordinate their packet
acti viti es.
This all points to serious club problems. First, take
another look at the list of callsigns above making
packet announcements without so much as a single
voice transmission all day. Why are there so many
non-members in ·that list? Is it because the club can't
offer anything to these operators they don't already
have? Maybe they don't have the requisite 100
countries confirmed for membership, but I doubt it.
Perhaps they think 25 active DXers are better than 350
inactive ones.
Keep looking at the list. Who are the club members? Yes, "t,here are some who are considered top
guns. But how many are there? Not too many. Certainly not all of the members of the club. Where in the
heck are all the rest of you? I know some of you are
working DX because I hear you on the bands; but not
many. To steal a cry from a really active group, "Surf's
Up." Conditions are better and better every day .
There should be more and more activity every day.
Those few hams who limit their activities only to packet are such a small minority that there should be no
reason for the endless hours of silence on the DX
repeater.
Lastly, if W6TI is going to be used mostly for
packet coordination, let's change the By-Laws to
reflect the club's direction. That would eliminate
confusion over the repeater's purpose and, along with
packet info, we could chat about such germane topics
as washing machine turbine oil or, heaven forbid, the
weather. Bottom line: if a few members cannot
support the repeater, why should they expect the
repeater to support them? Especially when their
activities go so far at robbing the repeater of its
operator base and effectivity.
So I'm back to the same place I was last month.
Still griping about the lack of support we seem to be
experiencing and the strange hypocricy regarding
repeater use. The best way to turn things around is to
stop the bandwagon. To do that, all we have to do is
dust off the old key or mic, turn on that old boat
anchor, exercise the sky hooks and get hot. Work 'em
and call 'em out and work some more. That's all it will
take to keep NCDXC alive.
See ya in the pileups and on the repeater!

PACKET SPOTTING NETS AND TRADITIONAL
REPEATERS
PERFECT TOGETHER!
By Gene Spinelli, KE6L T
I read with great interest the Guest Editorial in last
month's issue of the DXer. I thought I would add
another dimension to what I thought was a very well
written, accurate and timely article.
Three years ago I ventured into the world of
packet radio. DXing was put on hold as I prepared to
move from New Jersey to Colorado After settling into
a new home in Boulder and doing all the "usual"
landscaping and inside personalization, it was time to
play radio again.
As some of you know, I went into packet radio
quite deeply. Bulletin boards on UHF and VHF, digipeaters, Net/Roms, regional network coordination and
a stint at installing and maintaining a Net/Rom node
on a 10,000footmountaintop, 125milesfrom home.
Through this phase of the hobby, I never completely lost the DX bug. About 2 years ago I installed a
packet bulletin board and used it exclusively to post
DX related information. I maintained propagation
bulletins, QSN reports, ARRL DX Bulletins and other
DX related information collected from different
sources. Unfortunaely, packet radio was just too newseveral DXers used the BBS regularly, but the vast
majority of local DXers were not into packet, nor did
they plan to be. After a few months I opened my BBS
to general operation, for there were not enough DX
users to utilize its full potential. Today my BBS handles
about 500 pieces of general traffic per month.
The Denver area does not have a DX repeater;
spotting is performed on 146.43 simplex. Simplex
frequency DX reporting leaves a lot to be desired. In
fact, some of the same shortfalls with simplex voice
operation apply to packet. While living in the Bay
Area my mode of DX spotting operation was almost
always listening to the NCDXC repeater, WR6ACZ
(W6TI these days), with an H/T while puttering around
the house. I also had an H/T in the office and, of
course, a rig in the car. Always being able to hear the
repeater guaranteed being up-to-date on announcements while away from the shack. Yes, I could also
find the "lunch gang."
Then came the move to New Jersey. I lived in a
rural area, isolated from the DX repeaters of the North
Jersey DX Club and the Long Island gang. DXing was
done the old-fashioned way, "tuning and listening."
Now I am in Boulder, Colorado, no DX repeater
and a simplex spotting frequency that allows me to
hear only the Boulder DXers when I am using a H/T.
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About a year ago several of the local DXers caught
onto the possibilities of Packet Spotting. Steve
r---... London, N21C, wrote a DX posting program and installed it on a Commodore C-64. This provided just the
kind of service I think packet does best, non-realtime
communications ! Using the N21C spotting system , I
can "see" what has been announced over the last
couple of days! No more listening to .43 constantly. I
just dump the DX reports from N21C when I settle into
the operating chair!
Would I like to have a DX voice repeater around?
YOU BET I WOULD In my opinion, the repeater and
packet spotting are the perfect combination if you
can't be glued to the packet system all the time!
Unless you have a packet station in the car, at work or
in other rooms of the house, you are relegated to the
CRT for bulletins. The repeater fills the void .
Maybe the power of a packet/voice combination is
being overlooked . It wouldn 't take too much effort
for the packet posti ngs to be "read" over the DX
repeater every so often. Not everyone can afford a
packet system or wants to get involved with computers. Yes, packet is quiet. No more "ripping the
headphones {)ff your head every time you see the $meter on the two meter box swing ." Yes, the constant
requests for "what was the call, what's his frequency,
where's he listening" are an annoyance. They can be
minim ized by asking members to repeat the announcement 2 or 3 times. Aher all, it only takes a
minute to announce a DX station 3 times. This would
allow the S-meter watchers time to crank up the
volume.
In the end, the decision to merge packet and voice
is yours. If the club decides to embrace packet as their
key spotting mode, I know a few DXers in Boulder
who wou ld be happy to help the NCDXC rid themselves of their obsolete repeater. While packet has its
benef its, the traditional voice repeater is definitely an
asset to the DXer!

Congratulations to Good Guy Dave Engle, KE6ZE,
who has been appointed editor of the DXer! Dave will
take over the files, the joy, and the grief, starting with
the September issue. Effective immediately, DXer
inputs should be sent to
Dave Engle, KE6ZE
1063 Summerwood Ct.
San Jose, CA 95132
Dave has decided to help you, so why don't you all
resolve to help him? The DXer can only be as good as
the inputs provided by the membership, so write!
Jim, W6CF
Editor, The DXer, (retired)
+

=+ =

9BDXCC UPDATE
We are now 9 months into the first year of the
NCDXC's new 9BDXCC award . I hope you are all
crossing off countries on your checkoff sheets ! If not,
it's still not too late to be a charter year award winner.
Remember, only 100 countries worked on one band
(including WARC bands) w ill qualify you to receive one
of those handsome plaques.
The club ann iversary, Octobe r 10, w i ll be the
cutoff date for work i ng countries in the first year. If
for some reason you need a checkoff sheet, send me a
legal size SASE to receive one. After October 10, you
will have 1 month, until November 10, to ma ke your
submission to Keith, KN6K. I want to thank Keith for
volunteering t o maint ain this information on his
computer for the club. Your submission consists of
stating how many countries you have worked on each
band (just the total, not each country) and a
corresponding amount of money to cover the one
time cost of the plaque, the cost of engraved count ry
tags, and the cost of mail ing if you don't intend to
come to the meeting in which the awards wi II be
given. The tentative date for this meeting is January,
1989. Below is t he summary of cost s you need to use
to determine the amount to include with your
submission.

+ = + = +

A TIP FOR NATIONAL CONVENTION GOERS
For NCDXC members planning to attend the ARRL
National Convention t his coming September, here's a
tip that will save you money. The Delta Inn, 9930 N.
Whitaker Rd., Portland, OR, charges about half the
amount of money as the headquarters convention
hotel. Even though inexpensive, they have free
shuttle bus service t o and from the airport, t o and
from downtown Portland, and to and f rom t he Portland Convent ion Center. Sounds like a good deal! For
more info call the Delta Inn directly at (503) 289-1800.
The National will be held Sept. 9 to 11.

9BDXCC Plaque (one time) $30.00
Per Band Cou ntry Total Tag 1.00 ea
Surf ace Mai l- U.S. 5.00
Surface M ail - Foreign 7.00
Airmail- Foreign 20.00
To determine the number of tags, remember the
increments for which t hey are issued . One hundred

Nadine, N6HKX
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BIG CHANGE AT HRO!

countries on one band is the minimum for a band tag.
After 100 countries they are issued in increments of 50
up through 250 countries, after wh ich they are issued
in increments of 10 countries. If in th is first year you
worked 110 countries on 40m, 190 on 20m and 125 on
15m, you would need to include $4.00 for tags. That
covers a 100 tag for 40m, 100 and 150 tags for 20m
and a 100 tag for 15m. Send your band country totals
and your check payable to the NCDXC (in U.S. funds)
to KN6K at the following address:

What change? Take a close look at the
photograph below, taken at HRO about G_weeks ago.
What you have here, in addition to the smdmg face of
George, WB6DSV, the store manager,_ is the last ever
photograph taken of the Collins Rad1o s1gn hangmg
on the front wall. The sign, which graced the front of
HRO for about 3 decades, is gone. Where to? Well, it
seems that Jock

Keith Butts, KN6K
409 Bundy #8
San Jose, CA 95117
This award will be an attractive addition to your
shack and something to which you can add for many
years. We hope to have many submissions and a good
award meeting next year.
Chuck , AA6G
+

=+ =+

ARRL ANNUAL REPORT AVAILABLE
The 1987'· ARRL Annual Report has just been
released . As usual, it is a nice job, chock full of reports
from Hq. and the Board of Directors, together with a
very detailed financial summary . All 72 pages are
yours for only $1 .00 postpa id . Order from ARRL Hq .

White, ZL2GX, has a Collins Radio museum i n
Gisborne, New Zealand. The museum contains one
each of most everything ever manufactured by Collins.
It lacked a Collins sign, however, and after searching
for one for over ten years, Jock had pretty much given
up all hope of ever filling in that blank spot on the
wall . Enter Bob Ferrero, W6RJ! When Bob learned of
Jock's plight, he quickly offered to donate his sign to
the museum . It was carefully removed from the front
of the Howard St. store, packed, and air-freighted to
Jock. The sign no longer must endure the harsh
winters and boiling summers of Burlingame, but
instead now rests in comfort in balmy New Zealand A
plaque identifies it as a gift of Bob Ferrero, W6RJ, and
Ham Radio Outlet, Burl ingame, California U.S.A. The
store front, of course, has been repainted. Rumors
abound that Ferrero has some big plans in store for
the empty space, so keep an eye out for the surprise in
the making .
Personally, I think that what Bob did is really
pretty neat. As many of you know, I have a soft spot in
my heart for historical artifacts and archives, and I
therefore really understand what the sign has meant
to Jock. Thanks, Bob!

Jim, WGCF
+ = + = +

PACIFICON '88 ANNOUNCED
SAN JOSE- OCTOBER 14-16
PACIFICON '88, the 1988 ARRL Pac ific Division Convention, is schedu led for October 14, 15 and 16 at the
LeBaron Hotel in San Jose. A full array of events has
been scheduled: a OX forum, an ARRL forum, a superconductor talk, a presentation on sunspots and cycle
22, a packet bulletin board forum, and many others.
Stores and vendors already signed up include HRO,
Quements, the Radio Place, ACC, AEA, Simmons,
Worldradio, ICOM, Kenwood, Yaesu, Procom/Digitrex,
and Multi-Band Antennas. Pre-registration costs
$12.00, and runs until Oct. 11. After Oct. 11 the price
will be $15 .00. The banquet, which offers a choice of
Broiled Halibut or Roast Tenderloin, will be $22 .00 . A
special banquet program is being arranged by NCDXC
member Frank Glass, KGRQ. For registration or for
more info, write to PACIFICON '88, 481 Fenley Ave .,
San Jose, CA 951 17.

Jim,W6CF

+ = + = +

+
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WANTED
AMATEUR RADIO ARCHIVAL MATERIAL

provide liaison with the Wallace family . A non-ham
will do the liason job between the Foundation and the
City.
Additional details will be available at the upcoming ARRL Southwestern Division convention, Sept.
2-4, at the National Convention Sept. 9-11, and at the
Pacific Division Convention Oct. 14-16.
For additional information, contact Joe Lpcascio,
K5KT, 29703 Whitney Collins, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
90274, or John Alexander, K6SVL, 28403 Covecrest Dr.,
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274.

Amateur radio archival material wanted, especially if related to DX . Material wanted includes, but is
not limited to, books, booklets, magazines, bulletins,
newsletters, operating aids, annual reports, call books,
rosters, convention programs, catalogs, fliers, brochures, badges, pins, medals, pennants, logs, QSLs,
certificates, photographs, correspondence, recordings,
motion pictures, etc., etc., etc., from any country in
any language, of any date . What have you? Jim
Maxwell, W6CF, PO Box 473, Redwood Estates, CA
95044. (408) 353-2094.

Jim, W6CF
+

WANTED WANTED WANTED

=+ =+

W6WX RIPPED OFF!!
The NCDXF · 20 meter beacon at Stanford,
W6WX/B, is m issing. AI, W6RQ, logged it last on
Friday, July 22, at 3:30P .M. local . Since then, silence . A
check of the site on the 23rd revealed a m issing padlock, an open door, and all beacon equipment gone,
except for the antenna. Stanford pol ice are investigating .

+ = + = +

W6AM MEMORIAL ORGANIZATION
FOUNDED
ARRL TO PROVIDE SUPPORT
A Don W9llace Rad io Museum Foundation is now up
and running, according to
Foundation Chairman Joe
Locascio, K5KT. A 30,000
square foot parcel, part of the
famous W6AM Radio Ranch, has been donated by the
developer to the City of Rancho Palos Verdes. The
developer is also constructing a 2400 square foot
bu ilding on the site to be used as a rad io museum. The
Ci ty of Rancho Palos Verdes, in turn, has made
arrangements with the Don Wallace Radio Museum
Foundation to establish and operate a radio museum.
The site of the Don Wallace Radio Ranch had for many
years been used by a variety of other radio services
and research organizations prior to Den 's occupancy
of the property after World War II. The museum is
dedicated to preserving and making known to the
public the significant place in the history of communicat ions occupied by the site. According to
Locascio, plans include installation of a demonstration
ham station covering all major modes from HF
through UHF. The station is also planned to be used
for ARRL code and bulletin transmissions. In return for
such use, the ARRL has committed to provide some
financial support.
Other members of the Foundation Board of
Directors are John Alexander, K6SVL, two members of
the Rancho de los Palos Verdes Historical Society, and
a member-at-large from the community. Non-voting
liaison officers have also been identified. Fried Heyn,
WA6WZO, ARRL Southwestern Division Director, and
Pete Matthews, WB6UIA, will interface with the ARRL,
while Alex Wallace, N6GQY, a grandson of W6AM, will

TnxW61SQ
+ = + = +

JAPANESE HAM STATISTICS
According to a report released by the Japanese
Telecommunications Bureau of the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications, as of March 31, 1988, the
agency has issued a tota l of 1,608,128 amateur rad io
operator licenses. The breakdown by license class is as
follows; First: 12,615, Second: 48,224, Telegraph :
89,313, and Telephone: 1,457,976. In addition,
825,153 amateur radio station licenses have been
issued. As of March 7, 1988, the JARL reported its
membersh ip at 143,626.
The ARRL Letter recently gave comparable figures
for the U.S.: 435,435 licensees at the end of April, and
152,082 ARRL members at the end of May.
The JARL News, July 1988
and The ARRL Letter
Tnx W61SQ & W60A T

+ = + = +

VANUATU OPERATION IN AUGUST
VANUATU A group of operators from the Japan
Radio Company Ham Club will be active from Vanuatu
August 1-5. They wi II be active on 80-1 0 meters i ncl uding 30 meters, CW and SSB. 30 meter activity will
begin at 1200 UTC each day on 10105 kHz . 10105 kHz .
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4JOFS, A NEW DXCC COUNTRY?

1970 decision.
M-V Island may also put the newly adopted
Country Criteria to the test. Point 3 speaks directly to
separation, by an intervening DXCC country. However, 3(a) addresses continental land separation and
(b) speaks to insular separation. M-V is a hybrid, with
both separation by continental land mass as well as
several Soviet islands. But, does a previously accepted
country (with the first operation) that predates the
present language of the Country Criteria take precedence? Truly a sticky wicket with which the DXAC
must wrestle.
4JOFS (the suffix stands for Finland/Soviet) appears
to be "glasnost" in action with three Soviet and three
Finnish operators restricted to 100 hours with a single
transmitter. But wait a minute. According to the ITU
allocation of international callsigns, 4J is assigned to
the USSR. It would seem that acceptance as a separate
country would be predicated on Finnish sovereignty
over the territory in question. A Soviet callsign would
seem to bring this into question. ARRL HQ first
learned of this proposed call sign by Telex on July 5.
We immediately put the question to Martti by Telex.
What gives? The reply the next day came via OH2BN
who offered in behalf of Martti: " ... the (appropriate)
authority in Finland is playing an extremely cautious
role in its dealings with the USSR but will authorize
our operation ... During his most recent visit to Moscow
over the past weekend, your concern (over the
callsign) was high on Martti's agenda. However, since
4J and 4K call signs are being used only for areas outside territorial USSR--with a USSR interest--e.g. in
Antarctica and the Arctic, (we) see no reason to interpret the call sign as evidence of the sovereignty issue
as such." Further: "In the interpretation of the Finnish Telecommunications authorities, the OF-OJ call
sign block (is) reserved for use only within the Republic
of Finland."
How this plays out in the DXCC country game remains to be seen. But one thing is certain; the 16member DX Advisory Committee is going to look at
this one very carefully--with all pertinent documents
in hand--before rendering its recommendation.
To offer your views on this matter to your DXAC
representative (there is one from each ARRL Division
plus Canada) see May QST, p. 55.
Although M-V Island may present more questions
than answers, it has stirred the DX pot in putting on
the first-ever joint East-West DX-pedition.

In what has probably been the hottest DX news
since Peter I and the Western Sahara, along comes
Malyj Vysotskij Island claimed to be a new DXCC
country.
M-V Island is located in the bay of Vyborg in the
Western USSR at 60 degrees 17 minutes North latitude
and 28 degrees 34 minutes East longitude. This
uninhabited island is about a mile long with its location of some strategic importance. It apparently is
leased to Finland by the Soviet Union and is separated
from Finland by intervening Soviet islands and
continental land mass.

HALYJ VYSOTSKIJ
(4JOFS)

UR

UA

Tnx QRZ·DX
fo r map

It seems that the potential DXCC status of M-V
Island was proclaimed some 18 years ago by then
Assistant Communications Manager R. L. White, acting
at the direction of the ARRL Awards Committee: "At
such time as operation takes place .. .we will make an
official announcement of its addition to our Countries
List." This long forgotten action has been sitting untapped for all these years, since permission to activate
the island could not be secured from the authorities.
All this came to light only recently, when Martti
Laine, OH2BH, started hinting in DX circles that he was
about to activate a "new one." He then forwarded a
copy of the original "go-ahead" letter from ARRL
dated November 17, 1970, requesting confirmation as
to its current validity. Wow, talk about "blockbuster"
DX news!
ARRL HQ in coordination with DX Advisory Committee Chairman John Parrott, W4FRU, advised Martti,
that subsequently enacted ARRL Board mandated procedures require DXAC review of all new proposed
DXCC countries. Thus, the following information was
requested: ( 1) Information submitted in 1970 that
would provide the basis for the earlier decision; and
(2) any supporting information that would indicate
that the status of M-V Island was unchanged from the

ARRL Letter, July 12, 1988

Note: Readers wishing to comment to the DXAC
may write to the DX Advisory Committee, 225 Main
St., Newington, CT 06111, or to the Pacific Division
DXAC Representative, Jim Maxwell, W6CF, PO Box
473, Redwood Estates, CA 95044. Letters to Jim will
also be forwarded to the entire DXAC. de Jim, W6CF.
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OX CALENDAR

LATE BREAKING NEWS ON 4J1 FS

[The following press release was provided by
Thanks to QRZ DX and The DX Bulletin for the
Rusty, W60AT, who received in just a few days ago
following hot tips:
from OH2BMH . OH2BMH has been a frequent spokesman for the 4J 1FS DXpedition group.]
FRANZ JOSEF LAND Evgeny, UAOBEZ/1 will be on
The first ever Malyj Vysotskij Island DX-ped ition is
Heyss Is. in Franz Josef Land Sept. 1988 to Oct. 1989
now historyonly one station was used, 14MHz was
QSL to RA3Y A.
operated almost exclusively to maximize the number
ISLE OF MAN The Liverpool and District Amateur
of different stations worked ... 70% of the activity was
Radio Society will operate Aug . 26 to Sept. 7 from the
on SSB and 30% on ON.
Isle of Man, including Sept . 3-4 as GD3AHD/p. All
A number of questions have been raised in regard
bands and modes, with special attention to low bands .
of the DXCC status of this operation. There are some
QSL to G4CVZ.
.
indications that original ARRL Files on the subject have
MOZAMBIQUE Rumors indicate that C9MKT will
been mislaid. It is now agreed that original ARRL docbe active during the last three days of July, then t.hree
uments forwarded to Finnish Amateur Radio League
days each month thereafter. Kjell, SM7DZZ, who IS on
President Armas Valste, OH2NB - stating ARRL prea two-year assignment, is currently trying to get perapproval - will be returned to Newington alon.g .with
mission to operate.
an official statement confirming that the adminiStraPACIFIC Peter, OH 1RY, with CW specialist Viii,
tion of the island has not changed since the initial
OH2BAZ, will depart from Helsinki on October 13,
decision. Original pre-approval was granted along the
1988. Pete and Viii will spend 5 weeks operating from
same lines as the more recent DXCC status for Peter I
various Pacific Islands: Tahiti (FO), South Cook Islands
Island.
(ZK1); Fiji (3D2), Wallis Island (FW), Vanuatu (YJ),
Since the authorization for this operation was
Tonga (A35) and Niue. For the CW World-Wide SSB
granted by the Saimaa Canal Authority - a ~ody . also
contest, Peter will operate from YJ and Viii from A35.
r~s p onsible for Malyj Vysotskij Island adm~n1strat1on ST. PAUL ISLAND A group of Canadian/U.S . DXers
the operation was properly licensed . The use of the
are making plans to activate St . Pau l Island. The
4J1 callsign was jointly agreed since the island has no
operation is scheduled to begin August 12 and will last
ITU allocation.
for 5 to 6 days. The operators will be Alan, VE 1AL
4J1-4L 1 and 4J0-4LO callsigns are traditionally used
(VE3FRA), former editor of OX REPORT; Dave,
by stations located outside of the USSR - terr~tories
VE1AWG; Rober, VE1BHR; Jack, VE1XT; and your Bob,
w ith a USSR interest- e.g. 4J1-4L1 located 1n the
W5KNE, QRZ DX editor . Permission to land and
Antarctic region which includes such DXCC countries
operate is in hand .
as Antarctica, South Sandwich and South Shetland .
With 4J 1FS used for our project
collectively, this was designed to
represent a spirit of goodwill on
rh e part of all authorities concerned . Meanwhile, it is not to be
considered as a claim for sovereignty. The island is leased to Finland and since the stated purpose
of the lease does not include amateur radio licensing as such, the
complexity of the callsign arrangement could not be avoided .
RSF - The Radio Sport Federation, the USSR society affiliated to
t he IARU and administrator of the
R-150-S program which is the
Soviet equivalent of the DXCC program - is in the process of establishing separate status for Malyj
Vysotskij Island.
The DX-pedition Group would
like to thank everyone for their
interest in this remote island .
NCDXC member Klaus Heintzenberg, DJ6RX
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DXACNEWS

old school rooms that can be used for separate ham
shacks. If you want more information on using the
club station on Cocos-Keeling, contact VK6YC. We
found Cres to be very helpful. From Cocos we worked
all 40 CQ Zones and close to 200 countries. The antennas were superb.

The big news this month is the recent operation
from Malyj Vysotskij Island, a possible new DXCC
country. An overview of the operation was published
in the ARRL Letter and is rep rinted elsewhere in this
DXer. Will it count' Who knows! According to an
ARRL Board mandate of about ten years ago, the DX
Advisory Committee must be consulted before an
addition is made to the DXCC list. The interpretation
taken thus far is that this includes M-V, for even
though it was approved by the Headquarters Awards
Committee back in 1970, prior to the creation of the
DXAC, it wasn't added to the DXCC Countries List, so
the DXAC must get involved . Thus far, in late July, the
matter has not yet been made an agenda item of the
DXAC.
Still pending are votes for reconsideration of
Okino Tori-Shima, and a vote to reconsider the levels
at which RTTY DXCC can be endorsed. In the recent
rewrite of the DXCC rules, several of the specialized
DXCC awards, such as 160 meters and Satellite DXCC
were given the privilege to obtain endorsements at 10
country increments. Not so RTTY, which is still endorseable only at increments of 25 up to 250 countries.
We spent 4 weeks on Christmas and used the calls
A number of RTTYers are unhappy with this arrangeVK9XT (Op: W7SW) and AX9NKG (Op: VKGNKG) . We
ment, pointing out that it is as difficult to reach high
only logged a bit over 17,000 QSOs from here and
country totals using RTT.Y as it is on 160 meters . _ again worked all zones. There's no longer a club
Hence, they should receive the same privileges. Others
station here on Christmas, so we borrowed the TS-440
have pointed out that the rarity of high totals on RTTY
f rom the Cocos Club and used it w ith a rhombic and a
variety of d ipoles, longwires, and verticals. We wished
is due to low activity, and not because of any intrinsic
difficulty of working DX using the mode . RTTY~rs are
we brought along a beam (and a 25 meter tower, hi!).
also now asking that a DXCC Honor Roll for RTTY be
One country stands out from all the rest because
of their excellent DX operators. We both enjoyed
created . What do you think?
Thanks to K6TS and WGREC for their thoughtful
working the JAs because of their superb operating
letters this past month.
skills and their great example of " listening more and
transmitting less."
Jim, WGCF
We sure had a good time- thanks for the fun!
+

=+ =+

Cheers!
Scotty, W7SW

REPORT FROM SCOTIY, W7SW
Hello to the NCDXC! Thanks for making our
DXpedition to Cocos-Keeling {VK9Y) and Christmas
Island (VK9X) such a great success' We worked {and
logged) over 37,000 QSOs! Here's some information
you may find of interest: SO% QSOs were CW and
50% SSB, most QSOs were made on the 15 meter
band, followed in order by 10, 20, 40, 30, 12, and 160
meters.
We first spent 3 weeks on Cocos-Keeling where we
used the calls VK9YT (Op : W7SW) and VK9NKG {Op:
VKGNKG) . We used the VK9YY Radio Club's gear and
antennas {TS-440, linear, 8 element log periodic on a
25 meter tower, 6 element long periodic on a 20 meter
tower, a 2 element 40 meter delta loop, dipoles and
longwires) . This location was beautiful and perfect for
DX. It would be an ideal contest location since it has 8

P.S. All QSLs are requested to be sent direct to our
home call (W7SW and VKGNKG) and donations are
very much appreciated .
VK9YT & VK9XT via Scotty Marti n, W7SW
7847 S.W. 11th Ave., Portland, OR 97219
VK9NKG & AX9NKG via George Koutsoukos,
VK6NKG, 154 Warwick Road, Nedlands 6023,
Perth, Western Australia
For information on VK9YY Club Station, write
Cres Thursby-Pelham, VK6YC
107 Melvista Avenue, Nedlands 6009
Western Australia
We are now planning a DXpedition to a Pac ific
island
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VISALIA INTERNATIONAL OX CONVENTION, 1988
Thanks to Gordon, W6NLG, for the photos
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ATTENTION IC-735 USERS

LATEST FROM ALBANIA

A SERIOUS PROBLEM, AND HOW TO FIX IT

[The following is a summary from an article by
Alan Cowell, in the June 22, 1988 issue of the New
York Times. Thanks to Reg, W61TH, for bringing it to
our attention.]

By Steve Lund, WA8LL Y

I recently got an FCC pink slip using my IC-735 in
split CW mode- the "chirp" is that bad . Lots of NCDXC
members own 735s and need to get them fixed! 1
A few years back, the rulers of Albania, Europe's
recommend sending the radio to ICOM for modimost isolated country, suspended the practice of
fication. So far as I know,~ 735s have this problem.
obliging foreigners to wade through a trough of
After I received a copy of the IC-735 Service
disinfectant before entering the country. As signals
Manual, it only took about 15 minutes of research to
go, it wasn't much, but it was at least a start.
determine the cause of the problem and several cures.
Ostensibly, the trough at Albania's border with
Convincing !COM was a more difficult task~ The
Yugoslavia was designed to guard against disease.
problem was that the IC-735 starts transmitting before
But the message, some scholars and diplomats believe,
the PLL h~s had time to lock at the new frequency .
was more direct: a show of disdain for an outside
Usmg sem1 break-in does nothing to cure the "chirp,"
world, from Moscow to Washington to Beij ing, with
as the turn on time is essentially the same in semi and
which the country's xenophobic, Sta linist leaders had
full break-in modes. Slowing down the turn on of the
had increasingly little truck.
RF chain until the PLL locks is the solution that is most
These days, the signals have changed a little.
easily implemented.
Albania remains one of the world's most ardently
ICOM Service Bulletin # 13188-001 details the
athe1st states; statues of Stalin still dom inate most
modifications that need to be made. Two capac itors
towns and villages, travelers from the country say; and
are added in the T/R circuitry and 3 components are
a ubiquitous secret pol ice, according to diplomats,
changed in the PLL. The IC-735 QSKs easily up to 45
keeps a tight reign on d issent.
wpm in split CW mode after modification. ICOM
•
Yet the leadership in Tirana, t he capital, has
estimates 1.5 hours to perform the modifications
opened increasingly to the West. Last year, Albania
which requires removal of both the PLL and mai~
established diplomatic relations with Spa i n, West
circuit boards. !COM will make the modifications free
Germany and Canada Later this year, possibly in
of charge. All it lasts you is the shipping charge to
September, Pri me Min ister Andreas Papandreou of
ICOM .
Greece is supposed to become the f irst leader from the
Do you actua ll y need to have your radio modified?
Western Alliance to visit the country since Communist
If you are a serious CW DXer, you will . During the
partisans under Enver Hoxha took power during
recent KH5(K) DXpedition, I was especially looking for
World War II.
those chirpy signals. I sent post cards to the 30 stations
. . Moreo~er, according to Geoffrey Stern, a specialist
I could identify. 27 were using IC- 735s, and none
1n 1nternat1onal rel ations at the London School of
broke the pileup. With my modified IC-735 1broke the
Econom ics, there are signs, t oo, of a modest loosening
pileup easily for the first time. If you only operate split
of economic controls inside the country.
on SSB or repeaters on 10M FM , the modifications are
And, Mr. Stern said in a telephone interview
not worth making.
unlike other places in Eastern Europe, Albania's new~
I'd especially like to thank Chod Harris VP2ML
found glasnost taps to different rhythms from those
and Rolf, SMSBMD, for their assistance in solving thi~
syncopated by M i kha il S. Ghorbachev in Moscow.
problem. With this modification, the IC-735 is the best
Tirana, rejecting Nikita S Khrushchev ' s o rder to
performing radio on the market.
abandon Stalinism, broke with the Soviet Union in
1961 and has had little to do with Moscow since .
+ = + = +
Stali n may be denounced in the Soviet Union, that is to
say, but in Albania, the former dictator is part of the
PACIFIC DXPEDITION COMING UP
furniture, Mr. Stern said .
Peter, OH1 RY, with CW specialist Viii OH2BAZ
"You can see the beginning of the reform process
will depart from Helsinki on October 13, 1988. Pet~
in Albania before Gorbachev," Mr. Stern said .
and Viii will spend 5 weeks operating from various
One reason was a chill in relations wi t h China in
P~cific Islands: Tahiti (FO), South Cook Islands (ZK 1);
1978 that prompted Chinese technici ans to leave t he
FIJI (3D2), W allis Isl and (FW), Vanuatu (YJ), Tong a
cou ntry, t aki ng with them, Mr. Stern said, t he blu e(A35) and Niue. For the CW World-Wide SSB contest
prints for factories they were building, and obliging
Peter will operate from YJ and Viii from A35 .
'
Albania to look elsewhere for technology.
Another urge for limited reform , some diplomats
argue, came from within, since, f or all it s repres+
+
+

= =
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siveness, the Hoxha regime had nonetheless created
compete as Tirana's companion in its cautious and
an intellectual elite with new aspirations.
limited opening to the outside world.
When Mr. Hoxha died in 1985, after four decades
Greek officials, for instance, take some credit for
drawing Albania into a Balkan foreign ministers
of iron-fisted, isolationist rule, he was replaced by
Ramiz Alia, a party ideologue who sought to step up
gathering in Belgrade last February. Greece has a
particular interest in Albania
change.
since a Greek-speaking minority
"What you have got, is a
series of moves in theway of
estimated at over 200,000 lives in
southern Albania, unable to
decentralization, wage differenperform
their
Orthodox
tials, incentives," said Mr. Stern.
"But they have not gone all that
devotions in public, and barred
far."
from easy contact with relatives
across the mountainous 154-mile
A consensus among Albaniawatchers in the West seems to be
land border.
Prime Minister Papandreou has
that, like Mr. Gorbachev, Mr. Alia
faces resistance from conservcourted Tirana in recent years
ative figures in the ruling Com with what his opponents here
REPUBliKA POPUllORE ESHQIPERISE depict
munist Party grouped around
as unnecessary conces(ALBANIA)
Mr. Hoxha's widow.
sions that have won no guar"Alia has been finding it heavy
antees for the Greek-speaking
. oing," said a Western diplomat.
minority. Greece, for instance,
His country remains a closed
has abandoned territorial claims
QTH: DURRES NEAR TIRANA
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and idiosyncratic place, a nation
on the part of southern Albania
of three mi-ll~_on - 65 percent of
that Athens used to call North
ftiii~IIM""'~'
· '"ftfflllO:~"
Moslem descent - where public
Epirus. Last year Athens formally
~. ~
~,;;;;.;~.;;:
JJ.._,
worship, like private ownership
terminated a technical state of
of automobiles, is banned,
war that had existed since Italy
where beards are outlawed and
struck at Greece from Albania in
where the Christian minority is
1940.
w&t.AP\.V i "=":x:oo"'oi ,.,.. ! s-+ : "
barred from marking the graves
Over the same period, Greek
ox_..._..,,
u~
l(
of its dead with crosses.
n .-. .. sron .. no'n
visitors to Albania have increased
It is a nation, too, that has its
from 1,265 in 1985 to over 6,000
.._1""' on·-•• ..,, ,,.
own pariah list of countries
last year.
The number of
"'""'"" '"'"'""'""'f'ft'..""" "' '"'"'''''"' • •l• """'•"'•'> -•""''"'<t=..T,....,e...,u{WO<o •..,.,- r<
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viewed, quite simply, as beyond
Albanian Greeks permitted to
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o """'"'
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the pale: South Africa is one, so
travel to Greece has risen from
c -.....s""" o,,,,,,..., ••·•
o.. .. .,.,...., ""' · - • '" """""
&04"''-""' - '""''' "'"'"'.. ,...,_,_,.. ,,......,...,
is Israel. The United States and
42 in 1983 to over 500 in 1987.
the Soviet Union make up the
From old disputes, thus, a little
REPUBUKA POPUL.l..ORE E SHOIPERISE
quartet.
warmth may yet be coaxed. But
In the manner of a land that
not thus far, the Albania-watchhas shunned outsiders, Albania's
ers say, in Tirana's relationship
Constitution forbids foreign borwith another old adversary - the
rowing, yet the country - EuroBritish .
OPERATED BY: D J 0 U J , D L 7 L V + D L 7 F T
pe's poorest and reportedly in
In the late 1940's, two British
perilous economic straits with
warships hit mines in the Channel of Corfu and sank. Britain
shortages of such basics as milkneeds foreign exchange and ecodemanded an indemn ity valued
nomic uplift.
at the time at sterling 825,000.
Foreign tourists, in shepherded groups, have thus
Mr. Hoxha's Government refused to pay it, saying
been permitted to enter the country in increasing
Albania had not laid the mines and the British warship
numbers. No longer, travelers report, are bearded
had no right to be where they were anyway. So
Britain seized Albania's gold reserves, valued, at
male tourists obliged to visit the frontier barber-shop
for a compulsory shave. Five thousand tourists went
today's prices, at between $35 million and $50 million,
, to Albania last year.
and refused to hand them back. And there the matter
·
By recent tradition Italy has acted as Albania's
rests.
window to the West. Italian television is pirated,
It has become a point of principle on both sides,
Mr. Stern said.
travelers say and there is a ferry service across the
Adriatic. Yet, in recent years, Greece has sought to
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BOOK REVIEW

the 50th anniversary of the DX Century Club, which will
occur i n September 1987.
WAZ and DXCC are among the most popular of the ~
many world-wide DX awards. In this brief history we'll
look at the origins and early days of WAZ, the "older
brother" of the two.
The 1930s was a period of change for DX. The last
nail had by then been driven into the coffin of Spark by
the vacuum tube. Stable, crystal controlled transmitters
were the norm and receivers were being designed with
stability and selectivity to match . A few were experimenting with VFOs and rotary beam antennas. Working all continents, then the most widely recognized DX
achievement, became an everyday occurrence. DXers
began looking for new measures of their prowess.
Attempts were made as early as 1932 to create a
country list, and one such list was even submitted to the
IARU for its approval in 1934. But this attempt failed,
for agreement could not be reached on the basic
question of just how to define a "country. " Other DX
counting schemes were discussed by Clinton DeSoto,
W1CBD, in QST and by Bud Bane, W6WB, in his DX
columns in the pages of the venerable San Francisco
magazine Radio. This was more than ten years before
the start of CQ Magazine, now the sponsor of WAZ.
So it may surprise some to note that the idea for
WAZ appeared for the first time not in CQ, nor in Radio,
nor even in QST, but in the November 1934 issue of R/9,
then the third and smallest of the U.S. ham journals
with national distribution . In a five page unsigned
article the rules for WAZ were given, together with a
zone map and a tabulation of countries by zone. The
article contained only the details of the WAZ scheme certificates were mentioned as some future possibil ity,
but were not offered in that first announcement.
What person or persons were responsible for the WAZ idea, for the
rules, and for the zone descriptions,
which remain essentially unchanged to
this day? Unfortunately, the identity of
the creator or creators of WAZ seems to
be lost. The only thing certain is that the
publisher of R/9, Killian V. R. Lansingh,
W6QX, had a hand in it.
The 1930s were depression years and the market
simply could not support three national amateur radio
journals. Accordingly, in late 1935 K. V. R. "Alphabet"
Lansingh bought Radio, merged it with R/9, and named
the combined journal Radio starting with the January
1936 issue. WAZ was announced in the February 1936
issue of Radio, with no reference to its previous introduction in R/9. The era of WAZ then started in earnest
under the careful guidance of Herb Becker, W6QD, by
then the DX columnist for Radio.
.rThe road to WAZ was rocky in those days. Herb
published the first WAZ Honor Roll in October 1936,
with only 28 having zone totals of 26 or more . None

MY SEYCHELLES YEARS
by V. C. Harvey-Brain
Most old-time DXers will remember Harvey, VQ9HB,
who was one of the mainstays of the Seychelles and
other points in the Indian Ocean during the 1960s. He
put on some really rare operations, in a sort of casual
way that many didn't understand. And then he
disappeared from the Seychelles. His book,

My Seychelles Years, published just last year, makes it
all understandable. Ham radio isn't what kept him
going - it was a love of the sea, and a love of the
Seychelles and its people. Although ham radio plays a
role in the book- an entire chapter is devoted to one of
his operations at Chagos - this is not really a ham radio
story. It is really a story of the islands and a story of
boats and the sea and a man (Harvey) against both of
them . This is a book worth reading, although it will
take some time- it contains 265 pages. Harvey will ship
you a personal copy for $8.50 (U .S. dollars) surface mail,
$13 .50 by air. Although that's all he asks, I suggest you
slip him a $1000 bill for surface and $15.00 for air.
Exchange rates vary, and he's cutting it pretty thin .
Write to V. C. Harvey-Brain, ZL 1BSO, 7 Hamilton Road,
Surfdale, Waiheke Island, Auckland, New Zealand .

Jim, W6CF
+ = + = +

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE WAZ AWARD
Part I- The Beginning
by Jim Maxwell, W6CF
As most DXers have now heard, 1986 and 1987 are
in a sense the Golden Years of DX . CQ Magazine has
offered a special award during 1986 in recognition of
the 50th "Golden" anniversary of the Worked All Zones
program, and during 1987 the ARRL is similarly offering
a "Golden Jubilee " DXCC certificate to commemorate
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had reached the magic total of 40, and only six had
achieved the 39 zone mark.
March 1937 brought the world's first confirmed
tVAZ,
as announced in the pages of Radio for that
1
month. The winner? J. Mahieu, ON4AU, of Brussels.
But this wasn't an overnight miracle -the rules placed
no limits on QSO dates, and ON4AU's zone 23 confirmation was for a 1928 QSO with AC4AA.
By then the WAZ Honor Roll included a phone sec~
tion. Only seven were listed on the phone Honor Roll,
even with the bottom of the ladder at only 20 zones.
The top dog on phone, WSBDB, had worked all of 27
zones. 98 calls were on the mixed Honor Roll DX was
considerably easier those pre-SSB days on CW than on
phone!
The second WAZ was won by John Hunter, G2ZQ, in
June 1937. His last zone was suppl ied by the legendary
Reg Fox, AC4YN, zone 23. Zone 23 was by far the most
difficult one for prewar North American WAZ hunters,
although less difficult for DXers in other parts of the
world . AC4YN, the only station regularly active from
zone 23, was running only 35 watts to a Zepp antenna
which favored Europe. Although AC4YN liked his DX as
much as the next person, by the end of 1938 he had yet
to work his f irst VE or W. Finally, in January of 1939
AC4YN worked three U.S. stations; he was just as
thrilled as were the three lucky Ws. Other U.S. DXers
managed to work AC4YN later that year and i n following years and there was also activity by other zone
23 stations from time to time. Still, QSOs between zone
23 and North America were extremely rare and always
brought headlines when they took place.
In spite of regular hints in W6QD's column in Radio
that a "surprise" was in the offing, WAZ certificates
were never announced prewar. The lack of wallpaper
seemingly had no effect on the popularity of the hunt,
however, for the WAZ Honor Roll listing grew each
month, reaching 172 mixed and 38 on phone by the end
of 1938. By mid 1939 the WAZ Honor Roll had become
so unwieldy (shades of today's DXCC Honor Roll!) that
its size was lim ited to 270 stations per month mixed
mode, 90 on phone. 1939 ended with ON4AU on top
with 40 zones and 158 countries, G2ZQ second with 40
zones and 148 countries. 43 were stuck at 39 zones,
some with v'ery respectable country totals . W2BHW
(now W6PM) was tied with W8CRA for the top of the 39
zone rung w ith 156 countries. The top phone DXer,
W3LE, had 123 countries in 38 zones.
The third prewar WAZ was claimed by Fum i o
Horiguchi, J5CC, as reported in Radio for January 1940.
But t his was to be the last WAZ for many years. The
world w as becoming filled wit h the madness of w ar.
-4.mateur radio activities declined sharply as the w ar
pread . The U.S. at first declared itself neutral, and in
support of this neutrality U.S. hams were asked to avotd
QSOs with many of those countries which were still on
the air. Good DX became so scarce that Herb Becker

finally changed the name of his monthly column from
"DX and Overseas News" t o "X-DX and Overseas News."
The last of the monthly WAZ Honor Roll l istings appeared in February 1941, and the last "X-DX" column
appeared five months later, in July.
And so ended the beginning of WAZ. Many hundreds throughout the world had chased the elusive
zones, but only three were successful in worki~g and
confirming them all. The postwar explosion of Interest
in WAZ, by then sponsored by CQ Magazine, is another
story, to be told later.
Thanks to W6BCX, ex-W6BRO, ex-W6CUH, W6ENV,
W6QD, and W6WB for many valuable comments and
insights into the beginning days of WAZ!

(Revised Jan. 24, 1987. This is a slightly revised version of an article that originally appeared in The OX
Bulletin.]

+

=+ =+

CATPERSON IS BACK!!!
And maybe just in time, you pin
heads! You see what happened
since I left. The club flopped so far
down the drain while I was away
they had to elect a doctor as the new
prexy ! You think WGVG just ran
through 450 names and picked out
poor old W8MEP out of the roster ...
Cat person
he who lives far
enough away to be DX himself?? OOOhhhhh Noooo.
They don't call Old Ron the Venerable Goat for nothing .
He WAS LOOKING FOR A DOC! And not only did he find
a doc ... he got an emergency doc! That's how bad
things got while I was down there i n Malibu sunning
and chasi ng .. . sorry, bad choice of words .. . wh ile I was
studying and researching the citizenry for a forth coming presentation . And, of course, the doc will know
how to staunch up the NCDXC. QRX for good times to
come. Rotsa Ruck!
But CATPERSON has been watching .
CATPERSON HAS ATTENDED what you
laughingly call CLUB MEETINGS! I was
disguised incognito. Absolute ly. All I
needed was a K6TMB Fakeroo Bea rd
and skin helmet ... and you hammer
heads thought it was Big Laughing Lou .
It was ME you idiots. Big Lou has been
Cat person, on assignment up the Amazon and
Incognito
won't be back until September ... 1989.
And CA TPE RSON has learned t hat t he editor of t his
t abloid .. . Chicken Feathers ... wants t o quit edi t ing .
He's only been doing this 2 years and should easily fit in
this little editing operation into his 15 hour day at work,
plus his one hour commute each way, plus writing his
definitive DX tome, plus duties as DX Advisory Com-
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So watch out when you think and speak ill of
Raunchy and Torchy! When you make announcements
_
on the net about these modes, do it with kindness and __...,
respect. Otherwise you will find those 16 CATPERSON
claws imbedded in your throat .. . or maybe 8 and 8 in
this case.
Yes, things have definitely changed for the worse
while CATPERSON has been away. Where is the fun and
chuckles on the 2 meter fone net? Some of yo·u Yehoos
turn the rig off when the chatter starts on comical
subjects ... I turn the volume up so I won't miss a second
of the fun and puns, and fractured English, and hash
and rehash . And besides I might miss something else.
It's all a chuckle.
But do you know why and where the fun and
chuck les have gone away from the 2 meter net? Of
course you don't, you mallet-heads. So CATPERSON will
explain. All the former listeners have become voyeurs
playing with 2 meter Racket computers and telleyt ypes.
So now they just look. Nobody listens any more .. just
like most of you cal li ng rare DX ... call and call but never
listen. Bad training, CATPERSON would say.
This is what they do on the tube: they get a half
dozen of these nerd stations located around and about
in the hills on different frequencies. So, all you .. . the
little individual op ... need to do is attach yourself via
Raunchy Torchy into the nerd you hear best.
"(Break, break .. .
(Who dares break CATPERSON ?
(It is I ___ your friendly editor, Chicken Feathers.
(Make it snappy, pea brain. What do you want?
(They call those stations "nodal stations" ... not
nerds.
(You sure? CATPERSON never makes mistakes.
(Oh noo Sir. It isn't a mistake. Just a li ttle pronunciation problem . Maybe you just got a fuzzy print
on your screen. But it says right here on my screen, they
are not nerd stations, they are nodal stations.
(OK, OK ... noodle st ations. That's about what I said .
No go away."
So, you, average follower, attach your 2 meter
Raunchy Torchy Racket computer like a virus to one of
the noodle stations and all the noodles are connected
to each other through a Big Mama computer on a
mountain somewhere and Big Mama is connected
through Big Daddy, W6GO, who is t he head noodle and
who sits on top of his tower all day and sorts out all the
systems and calls and rides herd on the ner ___ noodles
and viruses.
Now hear this ... some day, all the noodles will be
tied together and we will have instant communications
up a nd down th e entire west coast . UGH , says
CATPERSON .
Can you imagine that? Talk about QRM! Every~
DXer on the West Coast will read simultaneously about
the same poor DX station The DX wi ll be embalmed in
RF. And no more hopes that you will be able t o beat

mittee member, plus barefoot stomping his pears in his
pear winery, plus writing book reviews of limer i ck
books. Just what I said ... he just sits around the rest of
the time. NO LOYALTY to the club. Glad all you other
Yehoos are so much busier. Otherwise the Venerable
Goat might ask you to do something . So __ everybody
look like you're busy and working hard .. don't go outdoors, don't answer the fone ... perhaps the Venerable
Goat will knock.
My first day back up here, I copied something like
this on the 2 meter net ....
Helpful Friend : 9Q5XX RTTY 14085.
Nameless RTTY Aficionado: What was that frequency again?
HF: 14085.
NRTTYA: What was that chicken's call">
HF: 9QSXX.
NRTTYA: Rad datted ... don't hear nothin on that
frequency.
HF: Try a call.
NRTTYA: Click click clackety clack. 9QSXX de
NRTTYA.
HF: He came back to you .
NRTTYA: t\J·o copy.
HF : He gave you a 5.
NRTTYA: Nocopy.
HF: He's QRX for a report.
NRTTYA: I'll give hirn a 5.. .what he say?
HF: He QSLs the 5
NRTTYA: Many thanks the 5 report OM , PSE QSL
QSL QSL.
HF: He says OK OK OK.
NRTTYA: What else he say">
HF: He will QSL.
NRTTYA: Real great. I needed that one for a new
country.
HF: Congratulations!
CATPERSON ASKS : What's wrong with Riddily
Tiddily announcements on the 2 meter net? Answer:
Absolutely nothing. The net is to announce DX.
Doesn't say anything about mode. DX is DX is DX.
Actually, CATPERSON remembers rather fondly
some fantastic times with both Riddily and Tiddily ... a
couple of sprightly puddy tats from our terrific salad
days of long ago. There was Torchy Tiddi ly ... warm and
cudd ly, long hair, piercing eyes ... on weekdays, we used
to curl up in front of the fire and eat mouseburgers and
wash them down with catnip tea ... and we'd purrrrr
and snooozzzeee ... a perfect couple.
But then on weekends ... oh my ... wow _.. there was
Raunchy Riddily ... what a ... sleek ... fast ... sure-footed
up and down the back f ences and fire escapes .. . and
alleys ... she'd run her claws down my tail ... chills' Not
much sleep on weekends ... lots of chase and catch .. .
ohhh ... memories ... oh my. Yep, little friends ... those ·
two were a real pair of modes.
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wrong-doings. CATPERSON is taking along his Racket
Tube for looking and his CATPERSON signal wh istle for
blowing, and he will be in constant blinker communication with Big Lou (after he returns from the Amazon).
Any infractions will be dealt with severely . A token
super claw is being left behind for Big Lou to use on
deserving victims as dictated by CATPERSON.
So it's au revoir to Mr. R. P. Anton, W6PSF, Old
Chod, Kilo Hog, WWTHA51N (formerly WA6AHF), the
Grand Inquisitor who drove CATPERSON away to
Malibu (thanks SZN ... my best days since Raunchy and
Torchy), Mr. J. A. MacSwill, editor of this tabloid, and, of
course, Big Lou with the Fakeroo beard and skin helmet.
Ad ios to all you and the other characters who inhabit
the OLD CATS NET.
One important item of business .. CATPERSON recognizes a
new member of NXDXC. He is
AA6TSQ. He is a CW person as '
he demonstrated by the fact he
cannot understand the difference between the basic Engl ish
AA6TSQ
spoken words for Able
and Whiskey. A great embarassment for NCDXC.
Shame, Sam, Shame!! You may use the Claw 16 times,
Big Lou. Or maybe 8 and 8.
T'is a far, far better better thing I do ... but watch
out kids!

most of the pack to that rare one just announced. Now
the word will go out instantly over our Racket Tube to
'pproximately 7836 screens up and down the West
(oast ... the first month. More later. Meeeeeoooooww
about QRM. Yeeeeeoooowwww. Screeeeech!
Next the noodles will get their computers to lock on
the DX frequency, turn on the rig, point the antenna
and call in a synthesized voice and log a contact ... all
while you are at work. Next the noodles will automatically do the same for all the viruses. Of course, it
has been done, but not simultaneously by 7836 Racket
connected tubes. And they will figure out how to get in
7836 QSOs before the band goes out . Howsomever,
CATPERSON says give credit to the noodles who worked
out all this technology. They are pretty smart. Now if
they can only use their smarts to straighten out some of
the knuckle-headed policemen.
But think about this, you nincompoops. You vote to recreate a newer
and better 2 meter FM repeater. Wonderful! But, then everybody is deserting
t he FM fone net and switching to Racket
Tube radio. And there is Big Lou and his
hard-working, _mates slaving away on
top of Black Mountain ... working away
on the 2 meter repeater nobody uses Lou, K6TMB
anymore .
Kind of makes you wish for the good old days of no
frills, a little old AM net and nice clean bug CW ... just
you and the DX
Listen up now, my children. CATPERSON will be
slinking along soon . But some great years of DX l ie
ahead. Great times to f il l in all those DX blanks on the
high freaks. All night openings on 10 ... oh, excitements, excitements. And you can thank CATPERSON for
al l these coming events. CATPERSON has connections
up there, you. I'm leaving some notes of guidance w ith
W6RQ; so, be sure to monitor the 2 meter fone net
Thursday nights to hear the true word from AI (but
direct from CATPERSON) as he describes the forthcoming glorious sun spots and "A" numbers in all their
spotted glory. I already know what he will say for the
next few years, but I will authorize him to leak a few
bits of info each week .
So you see, CATPERSON will move ahead a few
years. I'm tired of trying to beat more sense into your
collective fat heads! So I'm going out there to prepare
the sun spots for some good DX for you . And then, a
little later, I'm going to return you to the glory days of
160 and 80 just past. I'm staying a ha lf cycle ahead .
And probably along the way I'll meet up with the
former editor of this tablo id ... old Chicken Feathers,
. -.who will be trudging along the research trail dragging
1is computer and library behind.
But watch out you hammerheads . just because
CATPERSON is moving ahead to the next sun spot low,
don't think you will escape attention and wrath for your

+ = + = +

ROSTER CHANGES
Please make the following changes to your
November 1987 NCDXC membership rosters.

NEW MEMBERS· WELCOME!
N6KT

AI6L

KI6WF

W6YWH

(E) Richard J. Smith, 3281 Lama Alta Dr., San
Jose, CA 95130. (408) 374-6123 (H). (408)
286-4884 (W) .
(E) Jerry T. Dowell, 205 West Floresta Way,
Portola Valley, CA 94025. (415) 854-2509
(H), (4 15) 857-6972 (W).
(A) David Pugatch, 738 Wi ldcat Canyon Rd.,
Berkeley, CA 94708. (415) 527-1043 or 5247469 (H) .
(A) G. Wes Johnston , 4934 Indian Peak,
Mariposa, CA 95301 . (209) 966-8339 (H).

Other changes WB6JXU
KE6LT
W6SUJ
KE6ZE

Roger Melen, now a life member of
NCDXC.
Now Extra Class- congratulations!
Work phone now (408) 257-8103.
Now Extra Class- congratulations!
+
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Alpha Delta
Model DELTA-4

TO WifE A.

MA-40

Lightning Surge Protected
4-Position RF Coax Switch
• Exclusive center
"off" (ground)
position.
• Uses ceramic
Arc-Plug®
protector.
• Micro-strip circuitryno wafer switch.
Model DELTA-4
(UHF Connectors)
$69.95
Model DELTA-4/N
(N-type Connectors) $89.95
FREE SHIPMENT
MOST ITEMS UPS SURFACE

Advanced
Electronic
.I-~\_ Applications
~I\

40' TUBULAR TOWER

10, 1S,20

-$-8e9-SALE! $629

Meters
Whether busting pileups,
rag chewing or hunting
rare DX, the A3 stands
out from the crowd with
the perfect combination
of easy assembly, the
right size, rugged durability and great
'
performance.
• Boom Length 14ft.,
Weight 27 lbs.
• Wind Surface Area
........_
4.36 ft.

Mast
not
included

REG.
319.95
SALE
259.95

MA-sso•

55' TUBULAR TOWER

~SALE!$999

• Handles 10 sq. ft. at 50 mph
• Pleases neighbors with

tubular streamlined look

55' FREESTANDING
CRANK-UP
• Handles 18 sq. ft. at 50 mph
• No guying required
• Extra-strength Construction
• Can add raising and motor
drive accessories
Shovrtnwrthopt oc nal
MA.A8 rotor base

Plus Shipping

PK-232 Multi-mode
Data Controller

IN STOCK FOR QUICK DELIVERY
OTHER MODELS AT GREAT PRICES

• NEW IBM Fax Screen
Display Program Available
• Transmit/Receive on Six Modes
• CW/RTIY/ASCII!
AMTOR!Packet/FAX
• IBM and Commodore
terminal programs available
• Radio Ports for HF and VHF

In Stock for Quick Deliver)

!:IJJ)J3IE]JJJ]

[f ;) iiCOM ! IC-781

GLOBAL
TIME
ltiOICATOR
• Detailed illuminated map shows time, time
zone. sun position and day of the week at a
glance for any place in the world.
• Continuously moving - areas of day and night
change as you watch.
.
• Mounts easily on a wall. Size' 34\7"x22V2".

·-

$1295 DELIVERED IN U.S.

'KENWOOD
TS-9405

Free Shipment

KENWOOD
TM-721A

HF ALL BAND
TRANSCEIVER

GREAT PRICE!

TOP-OF-THE LINE
HF TRANSCEIVER

CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICE

Full Featured
Dual Bander

LOW PRICE!

~
;~

Bob Ferrero W6RJ
Presrdent

Jim Rafferty N6RJ
VP So. Caltf Div.
Anaherm Mgr

BURLINGAME , CA 94010
999 Howa rd Ave
(4151 342·5757
George. Mgr W86DSV
OAKLAND, CA 94606
2210 ltvtn gston St
14151 534 - 5 7~7
AI. Mgr WA6SYK
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